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At the moment, 23.5% of total waste production in the Netherlands comes from the construction sector. Therefore, in view of international agreements and the developing climate crisis, by 2050 this construction- and demolition sector should be transformed into a circular system that limits CO2 severely. It is important to bear in mind that current waste collection and waste treatment in the Netherlands are often separated and that it is a system that does not integrate social and spatial aspects, such as education or embeddedness in the urban fabric. These processes lack an optimal use of existing spatial systems in order to stimulate a sustainable circular flow of materials.

In order to tackle this problem, we envision to integrate several systems of existing waste collection stations and treatment facilities and involve citizens in the waste system rejuvenation. In order to achieve this, we build upon the existing network of waste collection stations, by transforming it into a multifunctional system. Adding social values to the existing systems such as educational facilities and makerspaces improves their spatial quality and contributes to more public awareness about these systems. In order to achieve this, we propose to integrate systems into the urban fabric and improve the dialogue with the cities in the South Holland region. However, the unique identity of each location requires a multi-layered approach, consisting of central hubs and local- and flexible spokes. The central hubs emphasize logistical optimization of circular material processes, while the local and flexible spokes focus more on public awareness creation. The local spokes do so through integration with the city and the flexible spokes with a more adaptable character by being related to construction sites. To determine the functions and characteristics of each site, the regional strategy will take into account all individual spatial, environmental, social and technical characteristics in order to achieve the best interaction between them.

The multi-scale integration and rejuvenation of the system improves the efficiency and the sustainability of waste collection, with an impact on the spatial qualities of the waste collection stations. In turn, this leads to added social values and crucial society-wide awareness for the transition and active engagement of citizens in the circular economy.
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As stated in the Nationwide Program for a Circular Economy (Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment, 2016), the Netherlands has to achieve a fully circular economy by 2050. Together with the plastic chain, food chain and organic waste streams, the construction- and demolition sector plays the decisive role in obtaining this objective for the province of South-Holland (Drift & Metabolic, 2018). Waste System Rejuvenation responds to these goals by scrutinizing the waste system and proposing a strategy to transform this system in order to achieve a circular flow of materials within the construction- and demolition sector of South-Holland.
1. THE PROVINCE OF SOUTH HOLLAND

With roughly 3.7 million inhabitants on 3,400 km², the province of South-Holland is the most densely populated area of the Netherlands (State of South-Holland, 2017). These numbers even rank the province among the most densely populated areas of the world. The Central Agency for Statistics (2021) estimated the GDP of South-Holland at 169.1 billion Euros in 2019, which was 21% of the entire Dutch GDP at the time. Together with North-Holland clearly the largest share of all provinces. The province has established a strong position for itself by virtue of the port, the Rotterdam-The Hague metropolitan region, the many knowledge institutes and the favourable position in relation to its hinterlands (figure 1.1).

These characteristics offer the province a rich perspective on the future, but at the same time also present major challenges. For example, over the coming ten years, a total of one million new homes have to be built on a national level, of which around 210,000 are expected to be built in the province of South-Holland.

However, this high level of economic activity inevitably brings drawbacks. The construction- and demolition sector alone accounts for 5.6 Mton of material use on an annual basis, which makes it after the chemical sector in the port of Rotterdam, by far the largest consumer of materials in the region (Drift & Metabolic, 2018). The waste stream of around 4 Mton comes with a relatively high amount of negative externalities and puts notable pressure on the Dutch Waste System, consisting of the collection, treatment and recycling facilities (Royal HaskoningDHV, 2017). In order to make the transition to a fully circular economy by 2050, this system plays a decisive role and is therefore crucial to scrutinize.

1.2. INTRODUCING CIRCULAR ECONOMY

The rising global societal challenges such as population growth, climate change, scarcity of resources and social inequality call for a new model that can replace the currently linear economy. The circular economy offers a solution by extracting materials and converting them into waste (Oxfam, 2018). In essence, instead of merely producing goods, waste and profit, society should work towards an economy that thrives, but does not exceed our planetary boundaries (Raworth, 2017). Policy documents worldwide refer to the circular economy as the right direction to take (European Commission, 2020; Ministry of Infrastructure and the Environment, 2016; UN-Habitat, 2020).

Gladek (2017) defines the circular economy as “a new economic model for addressing human needs and fairly distributing resources without undermining the functioning of the biosphere or crossing any planetary boundaries.” A mature and fully functional circular economy is transparent, equitable and resilient. This means that all materials are recycled in a high quality manner and all energy comes from renewable sources. In addition, the model ensures a social minimum, promotes the preservation of biodiversity and even offers opportunities for new economic development. A circular economy could even make a net contribution of 900 billion Euros to the European economy by 2030, according to the Ellen MacArthur Foundation (2017).

Yet again, the ubiquity of the circular economy in global policy plans indicates the urgency and awareness among global leaders. However, the realization of the transition is heavily dependent on the behaviour of the individuals as well. Lieder & Rashid (2016) argue that “social awareness is crucial in order to achieve a circular economy as customers are an integral part of it.” This factor will thus also be comprehensively included in this regional strategy for the province of South-Holland.
1.3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The current waste collection and waste treatment in the Netherlands is often spatially separated, especially within the processes of construction and demolition. The waste system thus relies on facilities that predominantly have a single function. This leads to difficulties such as extra transport movements of waste materials. In addition, it is a system that does not integrate social and spatial aspects, such as education and embeddedness in the urban fabric. These processes lack in optimal use of existing spatial systems in order to stimulate a sustainable circular flow of materials and engage citizens actively in the circular economy.

1.4. RESEARCH QUESTIONS

“How can a regional design strategy contribute to the transition towards a circular economy in the construction- and demolition sector by implementing a socio-spatial integration of (waste)material collection stations and treatment?"

Supportive questions:

- How can the existing waste infrastructures be utilised and spatially integrated into multifunctional locations?
- What could be the social added values of the rejuvenated material hubs?
- To which extent can the socio-spatially integrated waste system contribute to societal awareness and encourage citizens to engage in the transition towards a circular economy?
1.5. CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

The current waste system is predominately built upon a linear model, where the waste station is often the final stage of a material. In our prospective scenarios of a circular economy, the waste station is both the end and the beginning of the material cycle. The content of the logistic dimension can in fact be interpreted as a simplified material flow chart in the envisioned circular economy. The dimension of this framework is in fact meant to encourage the hubs and spokes. In contrast to the current waste system, such a network consists of several bigger locations that act as logistical centers for the rest of the smaller locations. The main advantages of this structure are to reduce the number of routes and thus the number of transport movements. The economies of scale allow for increased efficiency on both sides and in the connections of the network (Rodrigue, 2020). The alignment of the respective hubs therefore offers additional potential for making the waste stations attractive and better accessible to all.”

Spatial quality

The changed identity of the waste stations will benefit their spatial quality, as customers will no longer associate them with the identity of a landfill. This facet is actually on the edge of the spatial and social dimension. The space that is actually on the edge of the spatial station is often the final stage of a material. In our prospective scenarios of a circular economy, the waste station is both the end and the beginning of the material cycle. The content of both the end and beginning of the material cycle, the multifunctionality of the place is in fact necessary.

Integration in urban fabric

The identity of today’s waste stations leads to them being pushed out of the urban fabric as much as possible. In order to contribute to spatial justice and make the waste stations attractive and accessible to all, it is essential that they are integrated into the urban fabric and that they will develop a certain degree of indispensability in the urban image.

Multi-functionality

One of the core-values of the rejuvenated waste system is to transform its nodes from places with a one-sided function of waste disposal to lively places with a multifunctional character. At first, multifunctional land use is favourable because of the scarcity of land in the province of Zuid-Holland. Combining different functions in the same place is an efficient way of land use and helps combating the phenomenon of urban sprawl (Batty et al., 2004). Bearing in mind that waste stations will become important hubs in the end and beginning of the material cycle, the multifunctionality of these places is in fact necessary.

Social dimension

Collective space

The idea of giving materials that arrive at the waste station a kick-off in their circular life cycle from that very spot offers many opportunities for both citizens and companies to work on this collectively. The collective space is thus a springboard for start-ups in circular businesses or for social workplaces to locate at the spot. Knowledge

Knowledge is an important pillar within the framework. As emphasized by Lieder & Rashid (2016), it is crucial to create societal awareness for a circular economy, as customers are an integral part of it. Customers will need to be aware of how the envisioned system works and what needs to be done to contribute to it. To achieve this, education is crucial (Luding, 2012b) and will have an important function at the waste stations. In this way, the younger generations can be brought up with circular thinking from childhood onwards. In addition, this innovative waste system could serve as an example to the rest of the world, allowing specific knowledge to be exported in the longer term.

Figure 1.5. Logistic Dimension, illustrated by authors

Figure 1.6. Spatial Dimension, illustrated by authors

Figure 1.7. Social Dimension, illustrated by authors
The aim is to propose a circular economy within the construction- and demolition sector in South Holland by 2050. Therefore, a methodological framework of the process was created (Figure 1.8). The approach starts with analysing the present situation of the province with a preliminary analysis that will identify critical problems within the construction- and demolition sector. In order to tackle these problems and to create a 2050 vision and strategy, a main research question is needed. This research question is supported by three main guiding principles: function integration, added social value, and socio-spatial integration for societal awareness. These principles are created during the preliminary analysis and will be guiding the main supportive questions that help to answer the main research question of the project. The answering methods of the supportive questions will be referring to and recurring to the preliminary analysis methods.

The SWOT analysis that is conducted in the preliminary analysis identifies social and spatial opportunities. These opportunities connect to the research questions and led to the establishment of the conceptual framework of the project, the vision goals, and the strategies toolkit for South Holland. The conceptual framework is the way to get a comprehensive understanding of the 2050 vision of South Holland. This vision also originates from the vision goals, the latter leads to forming the main strategies of this vision to create the main strategy of the circular economy within the construction- and demolition sector by 2050 in South Holland.

The strategy is followed by identifying stakeholder relations and the phasing of the strategies from 2021 to 2050. Continuing with testing these strategies in specific locations within the South Holland region, and concluding a result that will be assessed and reflected on.

Figure 1.8. Methodological framework diagram, Illustrated by authors.
1.7. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The implementation of the research methods and the elaboration of the proposal itself hardly encounter any ethical difficulties. This is due to the fact that no sensitive information is collected through, for example, in-depth interviews, where it would be important not to hurt the participants and to keep the information provided anonymously. However, it remains crucial to ensure the transparency, integrity, and scrutiny of this research. Therefore, no biased results are shown and the authors have been careful with all the information collected.

With regard to the work developed, it is important to note that this proposal was developed by master’s students with the intention of thinking ‘out of the box’ and inspiring for the societal challenges we currently face. The transition to a circular (construction) economy may have serious consequences for people and businesses that depend on the current industries in the construction and demolition sector.

With regard to the work developed, it is important to note that this proposal was developed by master’s students with the intention of thinking ‘out of the box’ and inspiring for the societal challenges we currently face. The transition to a circular (construction) economy may have serious consequences for people and businesses that depend on the current industries in the construction and demolition sector.

On the ethics with regards to sustainable development, this project follows the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) of the United Nations (2015). These goals give the best chance of achieving the requisite cooperation and alignment to adopt global strategies to ensure an equitable, stable, and sustainable future for this generation and the coming generations (Morton et al., 2017).

Waste System Rejuvenation vision adapts to eight of the SDGs (highlighted in figure 1.9):

- **4 Quality education**: Education facilities within different hubs for different levels of education.
- **8 Decent work and economic growth**: Offering jobs and help for start companies in our hubs.
- **9 Industry, innovation, and infrastructure**: Improving connections and adding specialised hubs to the waste infrastructure.
- **11 Sustainable cities and communities**: Connecting the waste stations to the city, offering collective spaces.
- **12 Responsible consumption and production**: Transitioning to a circular flow of materials.
- **13 Climate action**: Improving the efficiency of waste collection, treatment, and recycling.
- **16 Peace, justice, and strong institutions**: Social functions added to include disadvantaged people.
- **17 Partnerships for the goals**: Encouraging parties to collaborate within our multifunctional hubs in order to collectively achieve the goals.

For the SDGs to elicit public trust and confidence, ethics must be central to their realization” (Singh, 2015).

Figure 1.9. Sustainable Development Goals (United Nations, 2015), edited by authors.
In order to build a regional vision and development strategy, the existing situation that has to be coped with should be elaborated. This section thoroughly analyses the existing situation in the province of South Holland, both in terms of general characteristics, as well as with respect to the construction- and demolition sector and the waste system.
In order to describe the characteristics of the province, a SWOT analysis has been conducted. This analysis determines the strongest and weakest aspects of the region and defines the factors that have to be dealt with when developing the strategy. The characteristics are based on the general features of South Holland. The model is intended to evaluate which characteristics should be taken into account when formulating the design strategy for a representative waste system and how they should be approached.

**Strengths**

Benefitting from the geographical advantage of the Port of Rotterdam, the import and export transactions in South Holland are prosperous, and the region is closely connected with the international community. The wealth economy in the region and the stable market environment provide a lot of potential (van den Bosch et al., 2011). There are a lot of universities in the region, which acting as knowledge hubs, are one to offer a broadly based transformation in a local economy. And are more likely to be an advantage of South Holland. The reason is that this site is a large number of high-level talents gathered here, who can make suggestions and provide theoretical support for this process. At the same time, South Holland currently is a leader in the generation and promotion of new strategies and theories. There is a large number of high-level talents, who can make suggestions and provide theoretical support for this process. At the same time, South Holland currently can consolidate the institutional engagement to generate and share human capital, knowledge, leadership and other resources (Youtie & Shapira, 2008). Education hubs in the region do not only improve the educational level but also provide a large number of high-quality talents outside the region and abroad. These people have a stronger understanding of the importance of the circular economy and can make the project conduct more smoothly. From the perspective of our strategy, there is a good infrastructure of South Holland (Consigni, 2009). From the perspective of our strategy, there is a good infrastructure of South Holland. This provides almost good infrastructure conditions for a smooth material flow. Furthermore, the strong connections between cities makes it easier to realize material recycling process networks at the physical level.

**Opportunities**

The strategy that we propose will bring a large variety of job opportunities. At the same time, the physical flow in the region will increase regional connections, and enhance cooperation opportunities between cities. With the big data trend currently occurring, the material flow system will also benefit, prompting the establishment of big data in the region. In the local background of a trend for sustainable development, society promotes environmental protection and circular economy. Therefore, the strategy will be accepted by society and advocacy from the government, but also support and cooperation from the public opinion. As the leading region for knowledge and innovation of the entire country, South Holland is a leader in the generation and promotion of new strategies and theories. There are a large number of high-level talents gathered here, who can make suggestions and provide theoretical support for this process. At the same time, South Holland currently has a large number of construction demands. Most substantial increase in South Holland is the largest expansion of built-up area was in the province of South Holland (van Straalen et al., 2014). Thus, technical issues related to soil contamination during the construction and demolition process needs to be resolved. Furthermore and with regards to the great housing demand, the national government plans to build 210,000 homes within the province of South Holland. Hence, this contains obvious similarities between strengths and opportunities can bring advantages and increase the benefits.

**Weakness**

The region also suffers from a number of weaknesses. At first, the presence of socio-cultural fragmentation in some areas in South Holland is a large number of high-level talents, who can make suggestions and provide theoretical support for this process. At the same time, South Holland currently is a leader in the generation and promotion of new strategies and theories. There is a large number of high-level talents, who can make suggestions and provide theoretical support for this process. At the same time, South Holland currently can consolidate the institutional engagement to generate and share human capital, knowledge, leadership and other resources (Youtie & Shapira, 2008). Education hubs in the region do not only improve the educational level but also provide a large number of high-quality talents outside the region and abroad. These people have a stronger understanding of the importance of the circular economy and can make the project conduct more smoothly. From the perspective of our strategy, there is a good infrastructure of South Holland (Consigni, 2009). From the perspective of our strategy, there is a good infrastructure of South Holland. This provides almost good infrastructure conditions for a smooth material flow. Furthermore, the strong connections between cities makes it easier to realize material recycling process networks at the physical level.

**Threats**

Today’s situation in the region faces a serious series of threats. Some of these are emerging from a global level, such as climate change and sea level rise, as well as possible inter-regional conflicts due to the growth of regions. The population growth has led to increased demand for urban expansion (van Straalen et al., 2014), increased social pressure and resource shortages. The deterioration of air quality affects the ecology of the earth and human health.

**What to invest in?**

Defining the strengths and opportunities can bring advantages and increase the benefits.

South Holland, in which the cluster of many higher education institutions locate, most take advantage of its education hubs to attract talents and create knowledge and wealth.

The project should make use of the geographical advantages of the Rotterdam port and its good global connections. By improving and enhancing the port’s functions, the port will become the leading center for circular industries, not only in the field of logistical transactions, but also in the field of knowledge.

Big data, a huge potential analysis tool, needs to be developed in theory and practice. By making good use of information networks and data sharing, it can make the material flow in the region more efficient. In addition, the existing recyling system can be combined with it in order to realize digital recycling.
What to decide on?

When defects and opportunities exist at the same time, decision makers have to make a decision whether to divest, invest, or cooperate. So when faced with the following situations, it is very important to make a sensible decision. This is the only strategy to reverse the situation and turn our weaknesses into advantages. The Netherlands and even the entire world are facing the problem of population growth. This phenomenon will bring great pressure to the society, but is also an opportunity. More population means more labor and intelligence. Furthermore, climate change is obviously a big problem which needs to be handled by wise decisions. For example, the rising sea level caused by climate change threatens seaside cities, such as the port city of Rotterdam. This reminds us that we need to adopt a more sustainable regional development strategy, while enhancing the resilience of the city to cope with the risks that may occur in the future. When faced with a scarcity of land and housing, decision-making departments need to make a wise decision whether to build a large number of new houses, rebuild old houses, increase land use, or improve the quality of housing.

What to defend?

Threats that overlap with strengths indicate a need for resource mobilization, either alone or with the help of third parties. Once strength goes out of control, it may cause a qualitative change from an initial advantage to a threat. For example, rapid economic development and city expansion must be environmentally friendly and sustainable. Urban expansion will bring more job opportunities, economic development and social prosperity, but excessive expansion will compress the original natural landscape and cause social problems. In the process of urban renewal and redevelopment, one should not simply pursue immediate interests, but pay attention to protecting the environment, social justice, and the interests of the people from vulnerable classes.

Where to control the damage?

When defects and threats exist at the same time, the loss needs to be controlled in time. Therefore, crisis awareness is very important. Due to doubts about the profitability of the project for certain stakeholders, there may be a lack of stable stakeholder support, resulting in the project being shelved and unable to proceed. In order to prevent the occurrence of such a crisis, it is necessary to clarify the profit model and source of financial support at the beginning, clarify the responsibilities and capabilities of the stakeholders, and create a good cooperative relationship. The existing hidden dangers should be dealt with and prevented in time, such as soil contamination, and timely treatment and remediation should be carried out according to the existing situation, otherwise it will cause serious consequences. Therefore, in the whole process of construction and demolition, we must always pay attention to soil protection. In addition to the project itself, it is necessary to guard against possible future crises such as major disease outbreaks, global financial crises and regime changes at all times.

2.1. CURRENT SITUATION OF SOUTH HOLLAND

2.1.1. Characteristics of South-Holland (SWOT)

In order to explore the status and influence of different stakeholders in the project, we conducted a stakeholder analysis. The chart distributes different types of stakeholder clusters according to whether the level of interest and power is higher or lower. Stakeholders cooperate with each other to solve together and which interests can be pursued together. According to different situations, decision makers need to decide whether to invest, consider, defend or control risk. The Governmental association clusters are mainly distributed in higher interest and higher power zones, and serve as the leaders and promoters of the project. They need to be clear about threats and weaknesses, while controlling the overall risk. The construction company clusters are mainly distributed within high interest and high power zones. However, their power is less than the governmental association. They are the most active participants and performers in the face of strengths and opportunities. The waste station company cluster is mainly distributed in high interest and low power zones. They are the most relevant parties of the project, but their decision-making power is very weak and they are in a passive position in the overall situation. Lastly, the social association cluster is mainly distributed in zones of low interest and low power. They are not the most relevant group of the project and cannot profit from it, but they can play a role of guarantee and support and are an indispensable part of maintaining the operation of the entire system.
2.1. CURRENT SITUATION OF SOUTH HOLLAND

2.1.3. Construction and demolition

As mentioned before, the construction- and demolition sector in the province of South Holland is faced with a series of challenges and knows a substantial amount of material use with an amount of 5.6 Mton estimated by Drift & Metabolic (2018). The economic added value of the sector is also substantial, being estimated at 13 billion euros and 100,000 jobs. This section will further elaborate on existing activities and material flows within the sector and will make the connection to the Dutch waste system.

Material flows

Of the 5.6 Mton used by the construction and demolition sector, concrete and bricks make up the bulk with 2.1 and 0.8 Mton of input respectively (Drift & Metabolic, 2018). The rest of the material input consists of materials such as wood, metals, plaster and glass. The high demand for (new) materials stems from the large amount of construction plans compared to the amount of demolition plans. The total output of the construction sector is estimated at 2.6 Mton, consisting mainly of clean rubble and asphalt. Most of these materials are down- and recycled, yet a fair amount is still burned or landfilled (Drift & Metabolic, 2018). That being said, the amount of materials that become available for reuse is significantly lower than the input. More importantly, however, these amounts of reusable materials that become available are not even close to what would be required to meet all construction plans, making the importation of additional raw materials necessary to a large extent at this time. Other aspects that reinforce the current linear chain are certain material choices and the way of designing existing structures in the built environment that are scheduled for demolition.

The existing material flow diagram in figure x. shows a simplification of the current flow from extraction to disposal.

Relevance to the waste system

The diagram shows that the end of the line for construction materials in the Netherlands is generally the waste station. In order to transform from a linear economy towards a circular one, we should figuratively connect the end of this line to the start of it. The fact that 23.5% of the total Dutch waste production comes from the construction sector, underpins the influence of the sector. Considering that the majority of this waste consists of clean debris (as described in the previous chapter), it makes sense that 28 kilograms of clean debris per capita is annually brought to the Dutch waste stations. These substantial amounts also indicate that they have a decisive share in the material flow (Statline, 2016-2018). Given the ambitious goals and tremendous material flows, the province has a huge job ahead of itself. Realizing this circular economy by 2050 requires a total shift in the construction sector including materials, usage, maintenance, re purposing and demolition of buildings and roads. The waste stations and their specific activities will be further elaborated in the subsequent section.

In the Netherlands, the vast majority of waste collection takes place at the Milieustraten (Waste Stations). Examples of such stations are shown in the pictures of figure 2.4.) These stations facilitate the collection and sorting of waste materials and are freely accessible for both individuals and businesses. When driving in, your net total mass is measured and subtracted with your net total weight when driving out. In this way, the amount of waste disposed is roughly calculated and provides a basic form of material tracing.

As can be seen on the pictures, these places are relatively clean and tidy. However, the ‘end-of-life’ atmosphere is strongly present at those places. After the waste is disposed of, the containers get transshipped to external treatment locations (AREA Cleaning, 2020). Yet, the destinations of these materials are not completely transparent to the public.
2.1. CURRENT SITUATION OF SOUTH HOLLAND
2.1.4. Waste collection, treatment and recycling

The map in Figure 2.5.1 shows the spatial distribution of waste collection stations in the province of South Holland. Figure 2.5.2 shows the spatial distribution of waste collection stations relative to the waste treatment facilities. It can be derived from these maps that these facilities are currently not situated in the same location.

Like the process of waste treatment, the process of recycling in the Netherlands is usually spatially separated from waste collection. The map in Figure 2.5.3 shows how these facilities are distributed across the province. Regarding these maps, it is obvious that there is not any collaboration between neither the related private companies nor the municipalities. It is also clear that the footprint from this situation is much wider than a connected system. However, the good distribution of waste stations in the whole province could contribute to the transition to a circular system, with less footprint, less CO2 from transportation, and more integration in the urban fabric. In the following chapters, we are going to elaborate more on how we propose to achieve this transition.

2.1.5. Construction-related businesses

The maps in Figures 2.6.1 and 2.6.2 show how the manufacturers of materials used in construction are distributed over the province. As can be clearly observed, this type of business activity is abundant and clusters of it are often located relatively close to the waste stations. This also offers room for potential cooperation between businesses and waste stations for the transit and high-quality recycling of materials.
The transition to a circular economy is not a process without obstacles. Throughout the phases, caution has to be paid to several aspects. This section synthesizes the general challenges for achieving a circular economy.

### Economic feasibility

One of the greatest challenges for a circular economy is, ironically, the economy itself. And especially whether it will be (financially) viable or not. For example, it will be difficult to get all (potential) stakeholders enthusiastic about the circular economy. The vast majority of the activities in the construction sector have their profit models and supply chains based on linear models (Youmatter, 2021). It is therefore necessary to think through how these companies can be persuaded. After all, they will not want to just abandon the familiar. The current models generally guarantee low purchase prices for goods, which brings us directly to the next challenge. How do we make recycled materials as affordable as raw materials from developing countries? Some materials will be very expensive to treat and prepare for re-use. The sustainable implementation of economies of scale could play a crucial role in overcoming this challenge. At the same time, care must be taken to prevent the import of cheap raw materials from abroad. If no comparable measures are taken in neighbouring countries, it is likely that companies will source their goods there. Therefore, it is important to approach the transition from multiple countries and invest in a cross-border circular economy (Ludwig, 2020a). This externality could also be mitigated by policy interventions such as subsidies and levies.

### Ensuring high quality

Another major challenge for the circular economy is to safeguard the quality of the materials flowing within its cycle. The recycling of materials may involve a loss of quality. For example, materials may be exhausted or not processed in a high quality manner. This should be anticipated and could perhaps mean that certain materials are no longer used, or at least to a lesser extent. The transition phase is therefore intended to provide a great deal of research and development for this issue.

### Lack of social awareness

Social awareness has already been mentioned several times as a crucial prerequisite for the establishment of a properly functioning circular economy. However, it is at the same time one of the biggest challenges. Why would people cooperate in something they do not see any point or need for, when the current system seems to work fine in their eyes? According to Ludwig (2020b), it is noticeable that an increasing amount of people and businesses are recognizing the urge for a circular economy. Nevertheless, there is still a lot of ground to be gained. Education could play a big role in getting the circular line of thinking moving.

“Social awareness is crucial in order to achieve a circular economy as customers are integral part of a circular economy” (Lieder & Rashid, 2016)
The analysis conducted in the previous chapter has laid the foundation for our spatial vision. This chapter shapes the bigger picture of how we envision the circular transition to come about by rejuvenating the waste system.
3.1 Vision goals

This section elaborates on the vision of Waste System Rejuvenation and how this transforms the existing waste system of the Netherlands into a network of multi-scale and multifunctional material stations. Several examples of initiatives around the Netherlands show that Dutch waste stations could well have multiple functions (Antea Group, 2020; Boels, 2018). It is indisputable that the reuse of materials should be encouraged as much as possible, so why couldn’t waste stations become places for both disposal and pick-up of materials? The Upcycle Centrum Almere (figure 3.1) is an example of an integrated waste station and material hub in the same place and has in particular served as an inspiration to our vision. The combination of such functions leads to various additional benefits, such as less material transportation and reduced vehicle movements (Merriënboer & Rondaij, 2020). The rejuvenation of waste stations also improves their spatial quality, which in turn opens up possibilities for adding social values to them.

This idea is also in line with the ambition of the Province to create so-called bou-whubs (Program team Circulair Zuid-Holland, 2019; Royal HaskoningDHV, 2017), where construction companies can collect their raw materials. We believe that these hubs could be well integrated, or at least in close proximity to the existing waste stations. Keeping the waste-to-value process as spatially concentrated as possible.

Definition of goals

The main goals to be achieved can be categorised in two main sections, consisting of respectively two and three sub goals. The two main goals are to achieve a circular economy and socio-spatial justice. The circular economy consists of achieving a circular flow of materials and the full engagement of construction companies in the circular economy. Socio-spatial justice consists of achieving social awareness, equal accessibility to materials and the creation of extra job opportunities. The strategies applied to achieve these goals will be elaborated on in chapter 4.

- Social awareness: We aim to raise social awareness in order to transform the scientific knowledge of the circular economy into common knowledge. This will happen if we convert the conventional operations of circular economy spaces into multi-functional spaces for all.
- Equal accessibility: One of the key objectives is equal access to circular economy processes by all stakeholders, seeking the use of recyclable materials by both the construction manufacturers and citizens.
- Extra job opportunities: Taking into account the problem of unemployment and low income, especially in poor areas, we aim to create new types of jobs by shifting the labor sector towards a circular economy.
- Circular flow of materials: The broader goal of a circular economy requires the development of a circular flow of materials in the construction and demolition sector. A fundamental change, that will eliminate the use of raw materials and reduce the CO2 emissions from transport.
- Engaging construction companies: We aim to involve construction companies in recycling processes, which will bring both economic and social benefits, for example by reducing demolition costs.
By 2050, the construction- and demolition sector in South Holland is transformed into a circular system by having integrated several systems of existing waste collection stations and treatment facilities. A multi-scale integration and rejuvenation of these systems has improved the efficiency and the sustainability of waste collection, with an impact on the spatial qualities of the waste collection stations. Which in turn led to added social values and society-wide awareness for the transition and active engagement of citizens in the circular economy.
3.2. Multi-scale system

In this vision the current waste stations will be transformed into a three-scale system, giving each location a designated function in the logistical system. We will dive into the three different scales more after we give a short introduction. First we have the locations that will be transformed into central hubs. These hubs will function as the main logistical centers for recycling material. Waste will be sorted and treated on location if possible. After that the new recycled material will get a material passport making it easier to get insight on the quality, usability and net CO2 reduction of this material. Secondly we have the local spokes. The local spokes will be more focused on the surrounding areas and improve the connection with the city. Here individuals can bring their waste, which after sorting can be transported to one of the central hubs or to an external recycling company. Finally we have the flexible spoke. The flexible spoke will be a modular one that can be located temporarily on large construction sites to sort and transport materials, increasing efficiency and reducing transport movements. We also include several social functions on all scales, which will be explained later in this chapter.

As mentioned in the previous sub-chapter, we have the central hubs. These hubs will be the main logistical centers where a large proportion of all waste will be collected. To create an efficient system we locate these hubs near existing main infrastructure, near clusters of recycling-, manufacturing- and construction- industries and give these hubs lots of land to fill with facilities that can help each other improve the circular system. As we described in the introduction of this chapter, the central hubs will be the place where all waste comes together from all the different spokes, and from where it will be recycled. After recycling the materials will get a passport, which we will explain more about later on. There will also be added functions based on the characteristics of the location.

3.2.1. Central hubs

As mentioned in the previous sub-chapter, we have the central hubs. These hubs will be the main logistical centers where a large proportion of all waste will be collected. To create an efficient system we locate these hubs near existing main infrastructures, near clusters of recycling, manufacturing- and construction- industries and give these hubs lots of land to fill with facilities that can help each other improve the circular system. As we described in the introduction of this chapter, the central hubs will be the place where all waste comes together from all the different spokes, and from where it will be recycled. After recycling the materials will get a passport, which we will explain more about later on. There will also be added functions based on the characteristics of the location.

3.2.2. Local spoke

The local spokes are facilities that are closer to cities and their residential areas. By sending large amounts of especially construction and demolition waste to central hubs, the local spokes will be much more friendly places to be in, which creates opportunities to transform these places into more socially oriented places. We envision these local spokes to be nice places to go to, that also represent the circular system. By adjusting functions and spatial design towards surroundings we want to integrate the spokes in the urban system and make them attractive for people to visit. Beside collection waste, there will also be room for social-, educational-, and makerspaces for local start-ups. Later on we will explain more about these added functions.

3.2.3. Flexible spoke

There are a large number of construction and demolition sites in the area of South Holland. In the multi-scale system we create flexible spokes that consist of modular units that can be moved to these locations. By collecting and sorting the waste on location, the different materials can be transported to either a central hub to be recycled or to an external recycling facility. By moving this process to the location of construction and demolition, we increase efficiency and reduce transport movements in the area.

Figure 3.3. Multi-scale system, Illustrated by authors.
3.3. Multi-functional system

In the rejuvenated waste system, each node will have a set of different functions. Which function will come where will be decided in the next chapter.

• Material collection
  The material collection and sorting facility is one that already exists in each waste station. Using these existing waste stations means that not much has to be changed to this function, however for a good and complete recycling process additional sorting boxes have to be added to effectively filter out different materials for treatment.

• Material registration
  Materials that get delivered to the nodes will get a material passport after treatment. This passport will give information about the quality, reusability and net CO2 emission of the specific material. A material office has to be built on the nodes to accommodate this function.

• Material treatment
  Material treatment facilities are companies that recycle raw waste. To increase efficiency, share knowledge and facilitate room for these businesses, material treatment facilities can be located on the central hubs. If existing treatment facilities already exist in close proximity, they can be relocated to the central hub.

• Material storage
  Material storage facilities can be built to store processed materials or products before transporting them to construction- or demolition sites.

• Educational facilities
  Educational facilities can help by raising awareness among young people. Which can lead to more involvement into the circular system when they grow up. They can also influence parents and family by starting the conversation about the topic. We divided educational facilities in two types.
  (1) Elementary school facilities are spaces in which kids can learn interactively about the circular economy. The kids attending elementary school are between 4 and 12 years old and will learn most about it when they learn by experiencing. These places for example could contain toys made of recycled materials or demonstrate the material flow by using scale models that move and make sounds.
  (2) High school facility
    High school facilities are spaces where kids learn interactively by engaging in quizzes or by viewing processes in a virtual reality simulator. These could also be a window from which the room has a view on the actual hub or spoke.

• Social workplaces
  Social workplaces already exist in multiple variations in the Netherlands (NLW Group, n.d.). These are places where people with disabilities, who are illiterate or who lack the necessary skills to find a job can work. The wages are lower, but the people working here will gain skills on many different levels. For example they can learn the language better, gain labor skills or get better in communicating with employers who also work on the location. These social workplaces can also be added to the different hubs and spokes in our system, preferably near neighborhoods with relatively many low income-, illiterate- or unemployed residents.

• Makerspaces
  Makerspaces are areas within the hubs and spokes that facilitate workplaces to start-ups that are doing work related to the recycling industry. These places help start-ups with low funds to start building their businesses and thus contribute to the total recycling share. The products they produce will be made of materials from the hub and by having access to material passports, these businesses have clear insight on availability and quality of available materials.

• Awareness spaces
  Awareness spaces are areas within the hubs and spokes that function as exhibition space for recycled and reused materials. By showing these products the visitor can see what’s possible with the materials and thus it will raise awareness.

• Inviting facades
  In the current system, most waste stations are surrounded by either buildings, walls or fences, making it hard for bypassers to know what’s inside. By creating interesting facades that are made of recycled products or that are see-through, we want to draw attention and invite people to come into these hubs or spokes to get involved and learn more about the process.
In the diagram (Figure 3.4) we visualized the material flows after implementing the multi-scale system. On the left we see the import and export of raw materials, which will be limited in the new system, but because of a higher demand than supply of materials we can not eliminate the use of raw materials completely (Bouwend Nederland, 2018). After production and prefabrication the materials can be used in construction and after time get disassembled on demolition sites. From these demolition sites the materials get either collected in a local spoke that is located on the demolition site or will be transported to a central hub. Individuals can bring their private waste also to local spokes, which will then collect, sort and transport it to central hubs. In the central hub, multiple recycling facilities will be located that can process the collected materials and for materials that can't be recycled on location there will be existing external recycling facilities. After recycling in the central hub the materials will get a material passport and will be ready for re-use in production, construction or prefabrication.
In Figure 3.5, we visualize our vision, showing all the different hubs and spokes. It’s visible that a wide and evenly distributed network of central hubs is connected to a larger number of local spokes. These local spokes also connect locally to multiple facilities such as recycling companies, thrift shops and schools. This complex and multi-scale network strengthens the existing waste system and by integrating and improving socio-spatial and logistical connections, efficiency and involvement of citizens and stakeholders can be increased. By involving citizens and stakeholders from all parts of society, awareness can be raised and thus the willingness to participate individually in the circular waste system.

Focusing on the construction- and demolition sector, extra nodes in the system will be added. Modular units will be located on construction- and demolition sites, creating an addition to the system of flexible nodes that adjust to the situation over time.

3.4. Vision 2050

Figure 3.6. Vision of South Holland 2050, Illustrated by authors.

Source: (LISA Data 2018)
In this chapter, an agenda of different goals and strategies are proposed. The goals are divided into two categories, which is circular economy and socio-spatial aspects. In addition, two matrices are developed in order to choose the locations and the functions of the nodes. Using the matrices, we mapped certain socio-spatial characteristics of South Holland, which helped us to identify the functions that are going to be added to the nodes. A series of typologies are created with different combinations of functions, based on their locations. Testing the typologies in different specific locations, we came out with four case studies, which elaborate the urban conditions more clearly.
4.1. Strategies

To carry out our vision we created a set of strategy goals which can be divided in 2 main categories. The specific strategies can apply to multiple goals and thus are not necessarily connected to one category only.

The first category focuses on the logistics to create the multi-scale circular system. The goals are to create a circular flow of construction materials and to engage construction companies. To achieve this we will integrate different parts of the system in the central hubs, such as recycling companies, waste collection facilities and construction material manufacturers. By putting these businesses close to each other, they can share knowledge and help each other innovate faster. We will create and apply material passports to all materials, which will make it easier for companies to see the quality and reusability of certain materials. We will also implement taxes and subsidies making recycled materials more affordable than materials produced from raw materials.

The second category focuses more on the social qualities and social justice. The goals are to achieve societal wide awareness, to create equal accessibility and to create extra job opportunities. As mentioned before we will integrate educational functions to raise awareness. We will create awareness spaces or exhibitions to show the possibilities of recycling and reusing materials and we will retain low skilled people to qualify them for the new type of jobs. Depending on the characteristics of the surroundings we will integrate makerspaces for start-ups or create social workplaces for low-skilled and illiterate residents. Finally all the interventions need to be designed to integrate with the urban fabric.

Figure 4.1. Goals and strategies

Figure 4.2. Strategy

Material registration: Integrating material passport registration right after waste collection by assigning them a passport.

Figure 4.3. Strategy

Access to material passport data: Giving companies access to material passport data to minimize the construction- and demolition costs.

Figure 4.4. Strategy

Combing knowledge: Combining specialized knowledge about recycling processes by integrating several functions in the same location

Figure 4.5. Strategy

Integration of functions: Transform the existing system of separated waste collection and treatment facilities by integrating these functions (where possible).

Figure 4.6. Strategy

Locate close to business clusters: Use location close to clusters of manufacturers in order to offer recycled materials in proximity to their businesses, which offers reduced transport costs.

Figure 4.7. Strategy

Affordable supply of resources: Cheap supply of light recycled materials and subsidies for heavier recycled materials to manufacturers and recycling companies.

Figure 4.8. Strategy

Offer innovative sample products: Offering innovative recycling materials or products to companies to try them out.
4.1. Strategies

Educational facilities: Educational facilities in nodes close to the educational organizations to involve children and young people in the circular system processes.

Awareness space: Create awareness space (green strip, cycling path, walking path) on the boundaries of the nodes to get people attention about circular material process

Exhibition space: Create exhibition space in the nodes to get people attention about circular material processes.

Showcase of big events: Take advantage of temporary big events (local or national) to showcase or sell recycled products in public spaces.

Creating jobs: Creating new jobs in the nodes, including new types of jobs related to recycling.

(Re-)train employees: (Re-)train construction sector employees to obtain skills relevant with the circular material process.

Integration of urban fabric: Local spokes are well integrated in the urban fabric, accessible for all.

Social workplaces: Social workplaces offering opportunities for citizens who are behind on the labour market to improve language and labor skills.

Access to manufacturers: Access to manufacturers in order to use material passports or innovating recycled materials that are created in the nodes.

Makerspaces: Makerspaces offering opportunities for entrepreneurs to kickstart their business, related to re-use of materials.

Access to manufacturers: Access to manufacturers in order to use material passports or innovating recycled materials that are created in the nodes.
4.2. The matrix

4.2.1. Location specific matrix

The transformation from a waste station to one of the three scales, an assessment criteria was created; this assessment is referred to as the location specific matrix (Figure 4.19). Starting with questioning which one of the existing waste stations will become a central hub and which will become a local spoke, the identification will start by analysing the radius of the station. If there are any residential areas within a radius of 1 km, that indicates that the station is transforming into a local spoke because it is more accessible to people. If there are no residential areas within the radius of 1 km of the station, that means it is a safe distance from housing, the next step is checking if this station contributes to a fair distribution between other waste stations. If yes, the process leads to checking if the station has more than 4000 m² available to create more functions in the area, and if it is connected to four directions of infrastructure to be easily connected to the rest of the central hubs then it will be transformed into a central hub. If it is a fair distribution between other waste stations but the station does not have more than 4000 m² available and/or is not connected to 4 directions of infrastructure, then assessing the potential of relocating is needed. If the station can be relocated then it will be transformed into a central hub. However, if there is more than one waste station that is transforming into a central hub, the preference of becoming a central hub would be the one that is closer to construction companies and treatment facilities as there will be a collaboration between them and the central hub.

If there is no contribution to a fair distribution between other waste stations, the station becomes a local spoke. Nonetheless, if there is a distribution and it is not possible to relocate, then this station will become a local spoke. Creating a flexible spoke depends on the existence of a construction or demolition site, and the construction/demolition period is more than one year and has space of more than 300 m² in order to have the time to create and integrate these spokes (socially and spatially).
4.2. The matrix

4.2.2. Functions guideline matrix

In order to implement the functions that were described in chapter 3.3. and to determine in what scale should it be implemented the functions guideline matrix is created (Figure 4.20). The functions guideline matrix is based on spatial conditions that are necessary for a specific function, and social preferences which are preferable for creating functions and determine in what node (central hub, local spoke, flexible spoke) each function will be placed.

Treatment facility: Function requires the absence of nearby treatment facilities so that it will be concentrated within the treatment facility, this function will be placed in the central hub. Due to the fact that one of the goals that this function serves is creating jobs, the social preference of the function is the high unemployment of inhabitants in the surrounding.

Elementary facility: has to be accessible within 15 mins walk for the children, the walking option makes this function most suitable for a local spoke.

High school facility: is accessible within 15 mins bike ride from highschool.

Social workplaces: As social workplaces are for all people to be part of the system it has to be accessible for people of low income, the surrounding society of this function is preferable to be with high unemployment and illiteracy rate so that these function, which are placed in central hubs and local spokes, be part of achieving the social integration and social justice.

Makerspace: makerspace function is for entrepreneurs who need the space to start their businesses, the accessibility to nearby recycling shops leads to possible implementation of this function in the central hubs and local spokes.

Inviting facades: needs to be next to a pedestrian or cycling route making it possible to be implemented in all three nodes of the system.

SPATIAL CONDITIONS

- Absense of nearby treatment facilities
- Within 15 mins walk from elementary school
- Within 15 mins bike ride from highschool
- Easily accessible without car (public transport/ bike)
- Near recycling shops (flea shops, art galleries, etc.)
- Safe area within the hubs & spokes
- Next to pedestrian or cycling routes
- Inviting facades

SOCIAL PREFERENCES

- High unemployment
- Average of low education level
- Accessibility of quality education
- Low income
- High unemployment
- Illiterate
- Amount of starting entrepreneurs in the surrounding
- Public space with a variety of visitors
- Variety of by-passers

Figure 4.20. Function decision matrix, illustrated by authors.
4.2. The matrix

4.2.3. Applying matrix - decisions maps

Spatial Conditions for Central hubs and Local spokes

Our new system is based on the existing waste station. In the figure, we can see that most of the waste stations are not within the radius of 2km of waste treatment facilities. Besides, the recycling and treatment facilities are also separated from each other. Therefore, we need our new hubs and spokes to combine the two functions and for a better and more efficient material recycling flow.

Our decision of whether to use the existing waste station as a local spoke or as a central hub is based on the location decision-making matrix. Most of these sites chosen for central hubs are located on the edge of urban areas and are in the industry areas, with the possibility and potential for future expansion. But there are still some central hub positions that need to be moved, which have been marked on the map.

Spatial Conditions for Nodes with educational facilities

Educational facilities both for elementary school students and high school students will be added to our nodes. By visiting the waste hubs and spokes, the children will be able to form the idea of recycling and obtain the knowledge about the circular economy and material recycling in the construction and demolition sector, so as to cultivate the next generation of citizens with recycling awareness. At the same time, for high school students, we can also provide courses or practical opportunities that correspond to their courses. In particular, students in vocational technical schools can get in touch with the real environment and knowledge related to the material recycling sector earlier, which will help them in their future career development.

Therefore, when selecting the site, we considered the area where the elementary schools and the high schools gather and cluster. The most obvious ones in the picture are in the central areas of The Hague and Rotterdam. There are also sporadic distributions in the vicinity of other cities where the waste hubs or spokes will also have educational facilities.
6.0 6.1

Spatial Conditions for Nodes with social workplaces

In the figure, there are some poorer areas in the south of Rotterdam and the central part of The Hague. Due to the concentration of labor or immigrants in these areas, the average income of many people is below the standard. The new waste system will also add some social workplaces. In order to achieve the goal of social justice, according to the matrix, we choose the location of hubs and spokes with social workplaces in the poorer neighborhoods. Therefore, some people who have job and income difficulties can get some help in the social workplace there. These people will be engaged in processing and other work related to the recycling of building materials. Besides, they can also learn certain skills and knowledge while working and raise awareness of circular economy.

4.2. The matrix
4.2.3. Applying matrix - decisions maps

Spatial Conditions for Nodes with makerspaces

Makerspace will be added to the waste hubs and spokes. Many materials that can be reused directly or have been simply reprocessed can be immediately used in the makerspace. The figure shows the cluster of thrift stores and other related shops such as furniture shops in the region, which have the potential to sell the recycling products from our hubs and spokes. According to the matrix, any hubs and spokes in or near these store clusters will be given the function of makerspace.
4.3. System of typologies

After applying the matrices we know which waste station will be turned into a central hub and which will become a local spoke. We also used the matrices in combination with the decision maps to assess where different functions will be added. After doing this assessment we know the combinations of functions that will be realised. Due to the different criteria, many combinations are possible and in theory every waste station can be transformed into a different variation. However, there are some combinations that are more common in the area of South Holland. In Figure 4.3 we can see different possible typologies for nodes, which are related to the added functions. The separation of the functions into two categories, the circular economy, and the social aspect highlight that local nodes are in direct dialogue with the social aspects of the city, however central nodes are necessary places to achieve the circular economy with more heavy industry and less accessible to people. Furthermore, in flexible spokes the functions from two categories are equally added, as they are temporary places that allow certain programs to be added. In addition, it is clear that local spokes can have much more combinations of functions, due to their larger multifunctionality, compared to other kinds of nodes. This also means that these nodes involve different types of stakeholders in a common field.

At this point, we zoom in on specific case studies in South Holland to illustrate what these places will look like. We choose to examine locations with different socio-spatial characteristics in order to design different kinds of nodes, spatially and functionally. It’s also possible that locations change over time and that more functions be added, due to changes in the characteristics of the surroundings.
4.3. System of typologies

This exploded axonometric view shows an abstract case example of one kind of the typologies of the central hubs. The example is located in the industries area which has a lot of warehouses and manufactures in the surroundings. Different colors in the picture represent different functions. Moreover, to create attraction to the citizens to visit, new green spaces and transparent awareness facades are also added on site.

The four small axonometric views on the right show different kinds of possibilities of the function combinations which are also mentioned in the typology table.

This exploded axonometric view shows an abstract case example of one kind of the typologies of the local spokes. The example is located inside the tight urban fabric of a residential neighborhood and of which the scale is much smaller than the central hubs. Different colors in the picture represent different functions. Moreover, to create attraction to the citizens to visit, new green spaces and transparent awareness facades are also added on site.

The six small axonometric views on the right show different kinds of possibilities of the function combinations which are also mentioned in the typology table.

The six small axonometric views on the right show different kinds of possibilities of the function combinations which are also mentioned in the typology table.
4.3. System of typologies

This exploded axonometric view shows an abstract case example of one kind of the typologies of the flexible spokes. The example is located on a demolition site. Different colors in the picture represent different functions.

The three small axonometric views on the right show different kinds of possibilities of the function combinations which are also mentioned in the typology table.

4.4. Flow of rejuvenated system

This figure shows the new material flow spatially in the construction and demolition sector of our proposal in the section, and how our new implemented waste hubs and spokes are connected to the surrounding urban fabric as well as how they operate as a whole efficient system.

The flexible spokes are built temporarily on the demolition and construction sites to have the easiest access to get materials. And the local spokes are located inside the tight urban fabric which is next to residential neighborhoods and schools to have better interaction with local citizens. The central hubs are usually located at the edge of the cities because of bigger land use and potential expansion demand.

Compared with the one-way linear material flow, the new material flow has many double arrows and loops. Reusable materials will be collected from demolished sites and neighborhoods and be collected by the waste spokes and hubs, and finally sent to manufacture for production or directly be re-used. Temporary flexible spokes have better flexibility, while fixed central hubs and local spokes with a clear hierarchical system ensure the stability and high efficiency of material collection and flow. In addition to logistical functions, multiple added social activities and functions are added to the hubs and spokes to achieve our vision goals that also contribute to the public circular economy awareness.
4.5. Stakeholders engagement

To implement our vision we are using strategies to create synergies among the different stakeholders. On the left you see the current power-interest diagram of the stakeholders involved. Many of the key stakeholders such as recycling businesses, manufacturers, and construction companies currently have no big incentive to go circular. It’s often expensive to transform businesses into circular areas and the economic system does not create a good profit as new materials are cheaper to produce. As already mentioned in the strategies sub-chapter we will implement multiple strategies that will increase profitability and create more interest among these stakeholders. We also include people from different communities and add educational facilities, thus creating an increased interest and power from these actors as well. Concluding the power-interest diagram after implementation is shown on the right.

In addition to the power-interest diagram we created 3 stakeholder diagrams focusing each on an individual scale. In these diagrams it’s visible that for each scale different stakeholders are key-stakeholders and that including all stakeholders in the process is necessary to create a successful strategy. This is because without one of the scales the whole system won’t work as all parts have their own specialty.

The central hub is the main logistics center where big loads of bulk demolition waste, as well as company waste will be collected. To keep good track of all the big material flows in the region, the waste management companies and the province of South Holland are key stakeholders that need to be involved. For the added functions such as makerspaces and educational facilities, schools and local business owners also should be involved in the decision making process. The flexible spokes function as remote collection and sorting facilities on construction or demolition sites. So the construction and demolition companies are key stakeholders here. After sorting the materials for the hubs, they will be transported to the central hub or to an external treatment facility.

The local spoke will have increased connection with the surroundings by including start-ups, schools and social communities to the place. To achieve this the municipality, schools, local business owners and future users of the facility need to be included in the planning face. The combination of waste collection and social functions is already happening in small projects in the Netherlands, but to implement it on a large scale here needs to be an early approach to key-stakeholders to talk about the possibilities.
4.6. Strategy phasing

The transition to a circular system will be implemented with the help of the strategic goals, which are: Achieving a circular material flow, increasing citizen participation and stakeholder engagement, creating job opportunities and raising social awareness, integration and equality. These goals contribute to our strategy to rejuvenate the waste system. The timeline (Fig. 4.35) shows the stages in which each of the goals will be implemented towards the year 2050. The phasing will begin with a planning phase, followed by a transition/implementation phase and finalized with a consolidation phase.

Planning phase:
The planning of the transition will begin with gathering data of the existing waste treatment and collection stations, demographic information and stakeholders that will also be engaged throughout the whole process of the waste system rejuvenation. This phase will also include a prototype station that will be implemented to strengthen the social awareness and integration goals, the purpose of this prototype will be to introduce and include people in the future system. This phase will also be the beginning of retraining existing and new workers of the construction sector to start transforming businesses into the circular system.

Transition/implementation phase:
After gathering data, it is time to start implementing the three scales of the new rejuvenated system: Central hubs, local spokes, and flexible spokes. The implementation of this multi-scale system will indicate the start of the multi-functions of the system such as: implementing material passport, educational facilities, social functions, makerspaces for entrepreneurs, and recycling related jobs. Recycling jobs and stakeholders engagement along with the use for recycled innovative products are goals that go for the longer term in the consolidation phase to maintain the circular transition.

Consolidation phase:
From the moment the transition and implementation phase starts, the preparation to spread knowledge about the circular systems starts and continues throughout the consolidation phase. In order to use and introduce the hubs and spokes on the larger scale and to a wider audience, there will be collaboration with temporary big events (local or national) to showcase or sell recycled products in public spaces. Recycling jobs and stakeholders engagement along with the use for recycled innovative products are goals that go for the longer term in the consolidation phase to maintain the circular transition.
4.7. Case studies on different scales

4.7.1. Central Hub - Zoetermeer

We will look at the waste station in Zoetermeer first. The waste station is currently located in an existing dense business area. We picked this location as it is next to a new and partly undeveloped area in the centre of the province of South Holland, which is marked by Zoetermeer as a new innovative center for distribution businesses that connect to the circular economy. It also connects really well to the rest of the province by rail and road. It also provides space for a lot of regional warehouses. There is a new Randstadrail connection with the Rest of Zoetermeer and the Hague. This new line connects to the existing train track between Utrecht and the Hague.

The good connection to the existing infrastructure, together with the location that adds to a wide and evenly distribution of hubs makes this place suitable to become a central hub. We mapped the location and its surroundings and marked the location to where we want to locate the current waste station, which will only be about 100 meters and will provide the hub with much more available vacant land to integrate multiple facilities.

On the map you see that within close radius there are many elementary schools and high schools. This creates a possibility to add an educational facility. Due to the scale and the hazardness of the central hub we will not connect this facility to elementary schools, since it will be diffi cult to create an extra safe environment for young kids. However the multi-functional facility will be a great place to learn for kids of higher age that go to high schools in the area to visit and learn about the circular economy.

There are also multiple recycle businesses in close radius. With strategies that will increase efficiency in the hubs and create interest among stakeholders to integrate with the facility we hope that multiple of these businesses will move to the central hub as well. This also creates hard needed space on the already densely filled businesses area they are in currently.

Finally we see multiple thrift shops in the area that can function as sales markets for products made in makerspaces. Zoetermeer has a high percentage of entrepeneurs and freelancers (CBS, 2018) and with the addition of a makerspace the facility can provide workplaces for these people and increase re-use of materials brought to the hub.
4.7.1. Central Hub - Zoetermeer

- Relocating and upscaling current waste collection facility.
- Implementing a material passport office to register materials.
- Relocating and integrating nearby recycling, manufacturing, and construction companies.
- Adding an educational facility, as it is close proximity to a high school.
- Adding social workplaces, as the waste station is near low-income neighborhoods.

Figure 4.37. Axonometric drawing of before situation, illustrated by authors.

Figure 4.38. Axonometric drawing of after situation, illustrated by authors.

Figure 4.39. Atmosphere of central hub, illustrated by authors.
4.7. Case studies on different scales

4.7.2. Local Spoke examples - Delft & Leiden

For the local spoke case studies we will focus on 2 locations. This is because all local spokes can have different combinations of functions which are picked by using the matrices described in chapter 3. We picked one location that’s near a residential area with an average low-income and one in a relatively high-income area.
The first example is the waste station in Delft. It is located on the edge of the city in a small industrial area between a residential area and a business and education area. The residential area is too close, which means the location is unsuitable to become a large central hub and will be transformed to a local spoke. It’s well connected by road and waterway and it has the spatial capability to expand. However, the area is bordered by the Schie canal and a railroad which function as barriers. To connect the local spoke with its added social functions better to its surrounding areas, changes have to be made to improve accessibility. A tunnel below the railroad to the residential area or a bridge over the Schie could function as possible new connections.

On the map you see that multiple schools are within close radius and they could access the local spoke within 15 minutes if a connection underneath the railroad is being realised. Due to these nearby schools this local spoke is a good location for both an elementary and highschool facility, according to the matrix.

In the surrounding residential areas the average income is low compared to the provincial average. For this we want to add a social workplace to the local spoke. Here people who are unable to find a job can learn the Dutch language better, work on labor skills or connect with employers at the local spoke. In this way the local spoke can contribute to social justice. In the area are also 2 thrift shops that could sell products made in the social workplaces.

4.7.2. Local Spoke examples - Delft & Leiden

- Transforming the current waste station into a local spoke.
- Implementing a material passport office to register materials.
- Adding educational facilities, as it is in close proximity of elementary- and highschools.
- Adding social workplaces, as the waste station is near low-income neighborhoods.
- Create awareness space to exhibit recycled products.
4.7.2. Local Spoke examples - Delft & Leiden

The second local spoke case study is about a waste station in Leiden. It’s relatively close to the inner city, located in a small business area within the city. People in this area earn a high average income. Due to the lack of connection to high capacity roads, waterways or railroads and its close proximity to dwellings it’s unsuitable to become a central hub. It would also not improve the distribution of central hubs as we already located another one near Leiden.

There are a large number of schools in the area. Most of them within 15 mins travel radius. This means the location is perfect to accommodate educational facilities for both elementary and high schools. The central location within the city also automatically connects it to most cycle and walk infrastructure making it easy to safely go to this spoke.

We also see a large amount of thrift shops and second-hand retailers in the area that could sell second-hand products or products made out of recycled materials. Because of this advantage, makerspaces can be integrated in the spoke to accommodate workplaces for freelancers, startups and entrepreneurs that work with the recycled materials from the spoke.

- Transforming the current waste station into a local spoke.
- Implementing a material passport office to register materials.
- Adding educational facilities, as it is in close proximity of elementary- and high schools.
- Adding makerspaces, as there are many freelancers and start-ups in the area.
- Create awareness space to exhibit recycled products.

Figure 4.44. Axonometric drawing of before situation, illustrated by authors

Figure 4.45. Axonometric drawing of after situation, illustrated by authors
Figure 4.4. Atmosphere of local space, illustrated by authors.
4.7. Case studies on different scales

4.7.3. Flexible Spoke

The last case study is about the flexible spokes. As we explained in chapter 3 the flexible spoke exists of modular units that can be moved to large construction- and demolition sites. Since these sites only last as long as the construction or demolition takes, the locations of the spoke will change and the modular units can be moved from one to another site, making the spoke itself part of a circular system as well. This case study will be less specific to a location, but will be more about the process around the flexible spoke.

When planning a new construction or demolition site the matrix can be used to determine if a site is suitable for a flexible spoke. The main criteria are the amount of available space to put the modular units and the timespan of the construction or demolition. For shorter periods it might not be worth it to move the modular units and then the positive effect of reducing transport and increasing efficiency of the circular waste process might not outweigh the transport and construction of the modular units. For sites with a longer lifespan however it will outweigh the relocation of the modular units.

After assessing the effectiveness the modular units will be moved to the construction site and there all the waste will be collected and sorted. The flexible spoke will transport the sorted materials to the nearest central hub where the materials get processed and get their material passport. However when materials can not be processed in the central hub they will be transported directly from the flexible spoke to an external recycling facility, reducing transport movements. This could be the case for materials that need heavy industry complexes to be recycled, such as metals or concrete. When the construction or demolition finishes, the modular units will be disassembled and moved to a new site.

Beside the logistical process, these flexible spokes can also be a location to house awareness spaces where recycled- or reused products can be showcased. Also educational facilities can be added to educate people on location about the process of the circular construction- and demolition industry.

![Figure 4.46: Process of flexible spoke, illustrated by authors](image)
Figure 4.47 Atmosphere of flexible space, illustrated by culture
CONCLUSION

This section recalls the problems studied and reflects on the research process. The evaluation and synthesis of the results leads to the conclusion and recommendations for policies and further research.
This project was established in order to achieve a circular economy in the construction- and demolition sector in South Holland by responding to and rejuvenating the waste system. The contemporary Dutch waste system consists of collection and treatment facilities which are spatially segregated and lack integration of socio-spatial aspects. This set-up leads to (waste) materials making excessive transport movements, a lack of social awareness and limited involvement of citizens and stakeholders. Together, this does not contribute to stimulating the circular flow of materials.

In order to analyze this problem and lay the foundation for defining a vision and strategy, a mixed methods approach has been applied. Through mapping, stakeholder analysis, literature reviews and (online) field visits it became clear that the Dutch waste system has a solid base in orderliness and equal access through the even distribution of the nodes. Therefore, most ground was to be gained in the fields of optimizing the topological structure and achieving social awareness through involving citizens and stakeholders.

These methods gave a broad insight into the elements and went beyond the obvious technical characteristics. However, they provided less insight into precise statistical analysis, which is also more challenging for certain social aspects. Nevertheless, the extensive initial analysis produced the decision matrix, which in turn was used for further analysis and strategy formation. This matrix responded to the aforementioned potentials of the waste system and ultimately resulted in the final product, of which several components were highlighted in the form of case studies. This final product is a hub-and-spoke based waste network of South Holland, whereby the waste stations are transformed into multifunctional nodes. The composition of these functions is different for each specific node, depending on location, scale and neighbourhood characteristics. On a spatial and logistical level, the functions optimise logistical operations, the tracking of material flows and integration into the urban fabric. In terms of social aspects, the nodes have functions that increase knowledge, labour skills and social equality. Together, these interventions contribute to stimulating a circular flow of materials and creating social awareness. The increased involvement of citizens and stakeholders gives the transition to a circular economy an extra push, making it possible to realise it over time with the help of policy interventions. A concrete suggestion for a policy intervention that could support this integral strategy is to position at least the new waste stations in such a way that they could easily be integrated into the urban fabric. In the end, however, a fully circular economy does not merely rely on the waste system and thus, this strategy can serve as one of several to obtain a fully circular construction- and demolition sector in the province of South Holland by 2050. If the strategy and the application of the decision matrix prove to be successful, they can also be well applied to areas outside the province’s borders in the years to follow.

In light of scrutinizing and valuing this strategy in general, it is important to mention its strong, but also its weaker features. The strongest features of this strategy are that it goes beyond policy planning and behavior regulations. The integration of social aspects draws on the power of the commons and their capacity to create a movement. This feature is not ubiquitous in current policies and could consider this strategy to be unique in this field. However, this strategy takes less account of implications for stakeholders who base their activities on current linear models. In addition, no precise calculations have been made of the actual impact on absolute material flows. Therefore, it might be interesting to conduct future research on how to mitigate the negative consequences for affected stakeholders and what the absolute impact on material flows of this strategy would be.
Sources for vision collage:
https://www.amazon.in/epause-construction-dumper-truck-Multi/dp/B08BK-PFHR
https://www.constructorfeeds.com/brick-masonry-construction-tips/
https://www.psscher.com/photo-blog/child-labor-el-salvador
https://interestingengineering.com/everything-you-need-to-know-on-how-to-become-a-demolition-contractor
https://pixabay.com/photos/construction-site-building-vantaa-1205047/
https://www.iceoeye.com/design/features/item/9653-reincarnation-machine-bottle-recycling-factory
https://www.travellerspoint.com/photos/stream/photoID/2263614/users/ad-tamos/#size=l
Ydze Rijff - 5435749

For me, developing this regional strategy has been a fantastic learning experience. As a student of the Master of Metropolitan Analysis, Design and Engineering, I am not part of the regular group of MSc Urbanism students and this led to a nice challenge. As a multidisciplinary team, we had to work together and combine our skills & competencies to come up with a strategy for transforming a complex system such as the construction-and-demolition sector in an entire province. During this process, I experienced how essential this collaboration and different input of qualities is. In contemporary times it is becoming increasingly clear that it is impossible to combat most societal and/or spatial issues by consulting the knowledge of just a single discipline. And I have seen in practice throughout this project. For me, developing this regional strategy has been a fantastic learning experience. For me, developing this regional strategy has been a fantastic learning experience.

Jochem Vellinga - 4686098

As a recently graduated bachelor student from the Faculty of Architecture, Urbanism and Building Sciences it took a little time to get used to the way in which the master course is being taught. During the bachelor it was very common to have a clear list of products and goals to finish before reaching the end of the course. It was much more common now that you had to figure those steps out yourself. The freedom sometimes led to the feeling of not knowing what to do or what goals to work towards. However with time and support from group members I could quickly adjust and get started. The exercise to develop a strategy to make the construction and demolition sector in the South Holland area circular was a very complex and large scale project which took a while to group. In the first weeks we had multiple sessions in which we had to assess and discuss all the characteristics of the area and the industries related to the construction and demolition. This sometimes led to quite surprising discoveries, of which we also worked in a group with 4 nationalities who all did not have English as their native language and some also did not live in the Netherlands. On the other side, having group members with different nationalities and educational backgrounds also helped in having an open mind towards the project. Where myself often focussed on the logistical and spatial side of things, others emphasized the importance of the social side and to integrate social justice. This multidisciplinary approach, undoubtedly led to a much more complete strategy. Due to personal interest and educational backgrounds we also had different skills and knowledge which was very helpful. We used each other's skills and also helped each other gain skills we didn't have before.
7.1. Personal Reflection

Minyue Jiang - 5282055

For someone coming from an architectural background, this was my first exposure to regional design and I learnt a lot from working with my teammates and tutors through the process. I will explain how we found the core design concepts and logics in the process, and how we identified problems and solved them.

Although we were completely unfamiliar with the issues of regional design, the theme of construction and demolition, which was given in advance of the course, provided us with a number of topics and questions that could be developed. Starting with the theme of circular economy and spatial justice, we looked for things in the construction and demolition sector that would enable circularity and soon focused on the material flow. We noticed that this segment was not circular at present. We therefore came up with the idea of a material passport and waste collection system to create a new form of closed-loop flow of materials. At the same time, in order to increase the interaction between the new system and the urban fabric and to attract citizens to visit it, we thought of adding some social added value, which coincides with the goals of spatial justice. For someone coming from an architectural background, this was my first exposure to regional design and I learnt a lot from working with my teammates and tutors through the process. I will explain how we found the core design concepts and logics in the process, and how we identified problems and solved them.

I am very grateful for the various rehearsal opportunities that have helped me learn how to better present our work in the presentations. We are a diversity team. Some of us are good at expressing and thinking in words, while others are used to expressing and thinking in graphic language such as maps. This sometimes makes it difficult for us to communicate and reach consensus, while this complementarity of skills allows the team to assign the right person to the right task. We had a variety of different products, and with the help of the teammates and the tutors, we were able to pick the right products out of the pile, organize them logically and find the story line and the end point. This was also a process of learning to work together as a team, to learn to complement each other’s strengths, to find common ground and to make progress together. I have to say that I really enjoyed the whole course.

Panagiota Tziourrou (Patrisia) - 5391326

The project title clearly states that one of the main goals is to establish a dialogue between waste collection stations and cities in South Holland. But what does “a dialogue” mean for our project? And what common ground is required for communication between the waste collection system and the city? Did we achieve as a group to identify these common factors that could be the transitional indicators? The following text intends to discuss the role of spatial awareness and common knowledge in the transition to a circular waste flow, in the field of construction and demolition. Furthermore, some challenges that the team encountered during the development of the project will be mentioned.

In South Holland, the existing recycling system is already advanced, with clean collection points. Nevertheless, these places are mono-functional urban enclaves, where people act specifically, unknowing the following process. Moreover, the lack of cooperation between the different processes in each operation separately and together. In this way, it will be determined to what extent the different processes could coexist symbiotically, something we did not take into account.

Regarding the strategic section, an agenda of goals and strategies is proposed. These strategies are divided into two groups based on the two main approaches, the circular economy, and social integration and social justice. The key strategies that seek the “dialogue” based on social awareness and common knowledge are the clustering of existing waste stations that allow different levels of interaction with the city, the development of a common material passport database, the integration of different kind of functions such as education or social workplaces, the re-training of employees in construction-demolition sector, and the highlighting of recycling processes in public spaces. Nevertheless, in my opinion, the exploration of spatial characteristics and policies in extreme scenarios, such as social crises could strengthen the social goal for a dialogue with the city.

Finally, it is important to mention the challenges in group work, which is the result of the different cultures, backgrounds, or even the different native languages. Firstly, we often thought or reasoned in very different ways, coming up with different definitions of a word. Also, as a multidisciplinary team, it was sometimes difficult to identify the best solution between different suggestions. Even the social perspective that had to be included in the project had a different meaning and value for each individual. However, this situation highlights the importance of allowing every person to take responsibilities within the team, while maintaining a participatory character in all the processes for the implementation of the project for future projects. I would like to improve my communication skills and limit my enthusiasm for creating in the timesframes offered.
Zahra Agbaria - 4549338

It was very intriguing to start this course with choosing the main subject of focus. The choice of construction and demolition sector was the goal for me due to the fact that I originally come from a very dense city that is based on concrete construction. As the Netherlands is aiming towards building 1 million homes, I thought that the project would go in a specific direction of how would the current material flow be part of building these homes?

The analysis stage took a whole other unexpected direction. Instead of thinking how would the material build homes, now we are thinking: when we build, where does the waste of these construction buildings (and even demolition) go? and what happens to them? Where are the people within this waste system? This process of questioning the waste system instead of the building system became very interesting and led us to an interesting vision for South Holland that integrates waste systems, society’s role in these systems and how we can make them sustainable. Besides, working on the scale of South Holland is a different scale than what we interpreted in the last few courses, so identifying another set of scales for the whole rejuvenated system of South Holland made it more interesting and challenging for the project.

This course was an educational adventure. Even though the connection between the design course and the methodology lectures was very strong, it was interesting to actually implement these lectures in our storyline and figure out a way to make it complete to propose.

Working Online with a group of five people with different backgrounds and different languages was a challenge, but a challenge that helped us put more trust in others and to be more open and transparent with each other. I personally learned a lot from my fellow group mates in the sense of knowledge and improving my graphical language. It was a very interesting and strong element that group two, in general had is the diversity of input from the teacher, and having two groups of the other sectors of focus. Everytime listening to their analysis, vision and strategy it raises some more questions such as: What if that connects also to our sector? So the learning experience also came from the other groups.

To conclude, creating the waste system rejuvenation vision and strategies on the South Holland scale is focusing on an unexpected problem field and I think it should be explored more in the future for a sustainable and circular development in the region.